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The protd5ster objected to the 'award of a contract under
a request for technical and firm fixed-price proposals which
gave technology 75% weight and price 25%. GAO considered the
protest even though the matter was aZso before a court of
competent jurisdiction. Since the award was based on improper
postaward discussions, the contract should be terninated ani the
requirerent resolicited even though an auction situation may b4
created. (Author/SC)
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DIGEST:

1. GAO will consider protest--eten though also
before court of competent jurisdiction--where
court expressly requested decision in matter.

2. Informal oral advice given by GAO staff members
to procuring agency representatives is not binding
on GAO in event of bid protest.

3. Award under RFP incorporatinig-by reference
telejhone conversations regarding proposed price--
which had not, been memorialized--does not violace
31 U.S.C. 200(a)(1). However, such incorporation
Ls clearly inappropriate, since agreement reached
in conversations should have been put in writing to
avoid disputes.

so Awardushould not-be based on ambiguous pride
proposal through app"lcatiobn'bf contra nroftrentem

I ruiljbf crttract construction that ambiguities be
construed against their drafter; rather, discussions
should be conducted to clarify price.

5. Where Goverhument had been put on direct notice
that offeror'a intended pricing is different from
Governmeht's it erpretation of clearly ambiguous pro-
poval, Government-canilot comjel offeror to accept
Government's ainterpretation in award. Consequently,
award by Governmmnt varying terms of offer constitutes
initiation of discussions, since offeror can either
accept or roject proffered "award."

6. If post-seilection discussions bave been co6nducted
with successful offeror regarding price, disciussions
should have been conducted with other offeror in com-;
petitive range, even where discussions did not direct:ly
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affect offeror's relative standing, because all
offerors are entitled to equal treatment and
opportunity to revise proposals, Debriefing does inot
constitute meaningful discussions, since protester
was not afforded opportunity to revise proposal.

7. Award for micrographics services based on unit
prices for 5 million, 6 million and 7 millioni images,
respectively, is not "fixed" or "finitely determin-
able" for all periods of contract under "fixed prices"
clause because if 18 million images are exceeded in
three evaluated periods, there exist, no, applicable unit
price. Also, protester's.proposal did not propose
"fixed" or "finitely 'determinable" price. for all
periods because although fixed unit prices were pro-
posed for initial contract period, 'ubsequent options
were based on same unit prices adjuited by Cost of
Living Index for previous 12-month period. Clause
contemplates "fixed" or "finitely determinable"
prices as of time of award so proper price evalu-
acion can be made.

8. Where award under RFP was based bin imniroper
post-award discussions, contract should be terminated
and requirement resolicited, even where awardee's,

1% t.-- , t.''7 I F*A 

price was disclosed in debriefiig to protester and
auction' situation may b'e created, because of primacy
of otatutoreyi..eirements for compei'•ion over regu-
latory prohiib tion of auction techniques. Further-
more, remedial action is in Goverament's best interests
to protect confidence in integrity of competitive
procurement system, notwithstanding adverse agency
mission and cost impacts.

On March 16, 1977, PRC Information Sciences Company (PRC) protested
the award by the Securities and Exchange Comminsion (SEC) of contract
No. SE-77-D-0006, to Rehab Computer, Incorporated, d.b.a. Rehab Group,
Inc. (Rehab), pursuant to request for proposals (RFP) SEC-539. The RFP
solicited proposals for a contractor-operated facilities management
automated document filming, storage and retrieval system.

The RFP called for technical and firm fixed-price proposals to be
evaluated for the initial couitract period to September 30, 1977, and two
1-year options. (There are three additional yearly options,) Under the
REP evaluation scheme, "tecl-iiology" received 75-percent weight and
price 25 percent, Prius was the evaluated system cost for the first
three tera;q, including equipment, software, craining and maintenance,
as well as the cost for filming, including processing and indexing,
the SEC documents. Loth offerors oaoted prices per image for The
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filaing serviceis. The quantity nf filming was indefinite, although
the RIP provided that the following imase volumes would be used for
evaluation purposes:

Term Volume

1 1,500,000
2 ' 5,000,000
3 * 6,000,000

Also, although the Service Contract Act (SCA) applied cU' this procure-
ment, none of the required implementing provisions or applicable wage
determinations were contaiked in the RFPP

Only Rehib and PRC submitted tecimtc'al and price proposals under
the RIP't &Cter discussion-s-were's"6'o'ndiiicted with both offerors, best
and final offeirs ie're submitted by January 14, 1977. tiThe technical
proposals of Rehab and PRC were found to aF essentially equal. How-
ever, Rehab's evaluattd price of approxlhately $3.6 million was lower
than PRC's evaluated price of approximately $4 million. Concequently,
award of contract No. SE-77-D-0005 (first award) was made to Rehab
on January 17, 1977.

The SEC 'award letter of that date incorpoiated Reahb's, written
submissions under RiP SEC-539, as well as telephone conversations
between Rehab officials and an official of SEC "on January 11 and 12,
1977, concerning a material escalation clause and image pricing."

One uubmissio-A incorporated in theaward was Rehab's last price
proposal of January 3, 1977. This propos~al contained fixe prices for
har -waieand maintenance, as well as two altarnate groups of unit prices
for supporting services. The primary quotecd rates per image were
$0.145, $0.138 i'id $0.146. The alternate i pricos (without mini-
computer and maintenance) were $0.139, 40.133 and $0.141 per image. Al-
though the award document ditd not specify which alternative had been
selected, SEC states that the lesser image prices were the basis of
the award. The price submissioniis'ambiguous regarding whether these
image price's were for (1) three 1-year periods; (2) the three evaluated
terms or (3) respective image quantities of 5 million, 6 million and 7
million. (The latter image 4uanclties are estimates set forth in section
F.5B. of the RFP for the first 3 years of the system.)

A debriefing conference with PRC was held on January 28, 1977,
whdre SEC's evaluation of the proposals was summarized and the Rehab
unit image prices, which SEC states were the basis for the award, were
revealed.
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On February 2, 1977, PaC filed with aur Office a protest a'linst
the first award on 17 grounds. On that Anae date, SEC requested our
office for an advance decision on some, of the issues raised by the
protest.

Without awaiting our decision, SEC terminated Rehab's contract
on February 16, 1977. On February 17, 1977, PRC withdrew the protest
and SEC the requestsapparently based on the understanding that SEC
would solicit a new round of beat and final offers from PRC and Rehab.
SEi reports that it decided on thisncourse of action because of the
failure to include the applicable SCA provisions in the RFP and the
problems concerning Rehab's submission of ii proposal in a trade name
rather than its corporate name.

Rehab protested the termination of its contract to SEC. It stated
that a new round of best and final offerswould be unfair to Rehab be-
cause much of its proposal had been disclosed to PtC at the debriefing.
Rehab asserted that a resolicitation would essentially be a''prohibited
auction.

SEC employed a legal consultant to provide procurement/legal, ad-
vice on this mattar. The consultant attended arni!SEC'debriefing '3f Rehab
on )'ebruary 23, 1977. It was made clear at the'd'ebriefing that the
consultant was EN independent expert, no'L a reptesentative of SEC, and
that he could not bind or obligate SEC in anty way. At the debriefing,
Rehab was asked to submit its views on the SCA problem. Also, at the
end of the debriefing, the consultant asked Rehab representatives how
it intended the image pricing portion of its final price submission to
be interpreted.

By letter dated February 23, 1977, Rehab explained that it intended
the respective image prices to be on a "term" basis for the contract and
evaluated option terms. On February 24, 1977, Rehab advised that--

"* * * regardless of whether the Service Contract Act
or the Walsh-Healey Act applied * * * [it would]
be bound by any wage determination made by the
Secretary of Labor ( * * (and it would] not claim,
and hereby waives any right to claim, for additional
costs attributable to any wage determination made by
the Sscrcstary of Labor during the life of the contract."

On February 23, 1977--while no protest was pending--SEC represen-
tatives and the legal consultant met with the General Counsel and ancther
representative of our OfficL and discussed some of the problems involved
in the procurement and how they could be best resolved.
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SEC reevaluated the price proposals using several methods in
response to the objections raised by PRC in the protest. SEC deter-
mined that the price gap between Rehah and PRC was still approximately
$260,000, assuming the evaluated price most advantage 'us to PRC and
the price least advantageous to Rehab. Als, SEC found that the SCA'B
application would not affect the relative price standing of Lhe two
offerors. SEC also determined that Rehab's offer in a trade name should
not be cause for rejection. See 51 Comp. Gen. 494 (1972). Moreover,
SEC determined that a new round of best and final offers would consti-
cute an illegal auction. See Federal Procurement Regulations (FPR) § 1-
3.805-1(b) (1964 ed. amend, 153). Consequently, SEC decided to reaward
the micrographics requirement to Rehab.

On March 2, 1977, contract No* SE-77-D-0006 (second award) was made
to Rehabh tn its corporateland trade names. This award 'incorporates the
Rehab written submissiono under REP SEC-539 and the January 11 and 12
telephone calls between Rehab officials and the official of SEC "con-
earning the management fee for handling purchased equipment and image
pricing." The award document also states:

I* * * It is also understood'that the Service
Contract Act and all applicable wage determina-
tions of the Department of Labor will apply
to this contract withbouta price adjustment
for any subsequent wage increases in future
determinations. Additionally, consistent with
the interpretation of the SEC, your firm's
price proposal contemplates the following:

1) The first five million images to
be produced fer the SEC -;lll cost
the SEC .133 dollars per copy,
regardless of the contracts'term
in wf'Lch the production taces place,

2) The next six million images produced
will cost the SEC .133 dollars per.
copy, regardless of the contract tern,
and

3) For the next seven million images pro-
ducec'4, SEC will be charged a rate of
.141 dollars per copy."
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On March 16, 1977, PRC protested to our Office the Decond award
to Rehab. PRC's protest bases are summarized as follows: (1) thre con-
tract awarded differs from the contract solicited because (a) the SCA
was not implemented in the REP and (b)' Rehab's image pricing violated
the RFP provisions; (2) while no discussions were conducted with PRC
after the Lermination of the first Rehlb contract and prior to the award
of the oecond cont.ract, discussuons were improperly conducted with Rehah
during that period concerning (a) the identity of Rehab (trade or cor-
porate uamr'); (b) the price terms ofthe contract and; (c) the applica-
tion of the SCA; '(3) the contract violates 31 US.C. 1 200 (1970) because
it incorporated oral contract termsiby reference; and (4) the award of
the second contract to Rehab constituted a new procurement not comply-
ing with the rules requiring competition.

On March 24, 1977, PRC filed suit in the Uuited'ftates District
Court for the District of Columbia (PRC Informai&oh Sciences Company
v. Roderick M. Hillk, etal., Civil Action No. 77-0527) seeking to
enjoin contract performance pending our decision on the protest. On
April 5, 1977, the parties stipulated to slo6 p ail. Cork on the contract,
with th'0exceptidn of certain items common to both'PRC's and Rehab's
proposals, pending a scheduled hearing on PRC's motion for a preliminary
injunction. On April 20, 1977, a hearing was held on the notion, after
which the parties stipulated to stop work on the contract, except for
the purchase and installation of that equipment determined by SEC to be
common to both proposals, pending our decision.

Altlhough it is the ordinary practice of our Office'not to render
a decisi6n'tlere the issues involved are likely to be disposed of in
litigatl'on'b`fotie a court of competent Jurisdiction, see, e.t.,
Nartron Corporalion, 53 Comp. Gen, 730 (1974), 74-;i CPD 154, we will
consider PRC's protest, since the court exp:essly riquerted our deci-
sion. See the Bid Protest Procedures, 4 C.F.R. 5 20.10 (197.');
Maremont Corporation, 55 Comp. Gen. 1362 (1976), 86-2 CPD 181.

The SEC has stated that it relied, in part, on discussions with
General Accounting Office staff members prior to the filing of this
ptotest in deciding to reaward the contrifot to Rehab. SEC was 'Informed
that the advice given was informal and-did not in any way bind o&ir Office
in the event of a bid protest. Furthermore, the staff members who partic-
ipated in the discussions have disqualified themselves from participating
in the consideration of this case.

From time to time, where no protest is pending, our staff may
meet with representatives of other agencies which have requested
informal advice on proposed agency procurement actions. Such views
of members of our staff--
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nt A * gmat of necessity be regarded am personal
vlyws only, given for whatever. they may be worth
in the way of assisting the administrative offices
in the so"'-,r4on of their problems. The expression
of such ojintons does not constitute an official
action and cannot under any circumutanceu be rec-
ognized as controlling the action of this Office
(the Comptroller General] on any matter that may
come before it [him] for official determination."
(E.g., a bid protest.) 4 Comp. Cen. 1024, 1025 (1925).

See also 29 Camp. Gen. 335 (1950); 31 id. 613 (1952). In any event,
our decision of today is based on facts and issues which were not
specifically brought to our representatives' attention during these
informal discussions.

We will first consider PRC'u protest concerning Rehab's image prices.
As noted above, the tinal Rehab price submission' was ambiguous regarding
whether the propo6sed image"prices were for "quantities," yearly periods
or "terms." Although the first award document did not specify the inter-
pretation on which the award was beifngiade, the second award document
expressed the agreement of the parties that the contract would be
governed by the "quantity" image pricing interpretation.

SEC explains that the first award was also based on "quantity"
image pricing-because that interpretation was most advantageous to the
Government according 'to" t'e'41 RIP evalutncrei" (Udrheos
reevaluation made after' the first but prior to the second award1 there
was a $15,000 cost differential, i.e., Rehab's evaluated image price by
"te'nu" is $l5537922 as. opposed to its evaluated price based on "quan-
tity" of $3538,792.) SEC states that it could choose the interpreta-
tion of Rehab's offer that was most advantageous to the Government
because of the contra'iiroferentem rule of contract construction that
ambiguities in a contract are to be construed against the drafter of the
ambiguous terms. SEC Further states that this intended meaning of Rehab's
iuuigc pricing was verified during the January 11 and 12 telephone conver-
sasions with Rehab officials which were incorporated by reference into
both the first and second awards.

SEC assertts thatthe legal consultants lnquiryfo! Rehab cioncerning
the £txended Lmage pricing did not constitute discussions, since the
mattel had already been clbrified prior to the January 14 cloaing date
for best and final ofters, and'Rehab was bound to this interpretation
in any case by the contra biciferentem rule of construction. Further-
more, both SEC andRehab assert that uince it was made clear that the
iegai consultant was not SEC's representative, his questions and Rehab's
answers did not constitute discussions justifying reopening negotiations
because Rehab was not afforded aniy opportunity to change its proposal.
SEC states that this is evidenced by SEC's ignoring Rehab's "term" image
pricing intezpretation in the award of the second contract. SEC and
Rehab deny any other communication's between them regarding image pricing
4fter the first award.
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The only evidence in the record that the meaning of Rehab'L
intended image pricing was agreed upon pricer to. the ;anuary 14, 1977,
closing date for beat and finah offers in the affidavit of the SEC
official who spoke to Rehab on the telephone. In tha affidavit, he
states:

"* * * During the telephone dlscussiona with Rehab on
January 11 and 1l& ¶977, I confirmed that prices were firm
for volume, not term. * * *V

Although both award documents incorporated these telephone conversations
by reference, the record does not reveal any concurrent Psemorialization
of what was agreed upon in the conversations.

The proterpter has asserted that the icorporation of telephone
conrersations--which had not been memorialized--rejgardingthe price
of the contiact violates 31 U.S.C. S 200(a)(1) (1970). This statute
provides that no amount can be recorded as an obligation of the
Unied States unless it is supported by documentary evidence of a
binding agreement in writing between the parties in a manner and form
authorized by law, In the present case, there was a written agreement
sufficient to satisfy tnhis statuin's requirements, notwithstanding that
it may involve some problems of interpretation regarding the telephone
conversations incorporated by reference. In any case, the failure to
have i1 written agreement does not, in and of itself, afford a basis for
a thitd.party, not of the contract, to object to the contract's legality.
See B-184648, December 3, 1975. Contrast Unie~d States v. American
Renaissance Lines, 494 F.2d 1059 (C.A. D.C. 1974), cert, denied 419 U.S.
1020 (1974), where the court found void a purely executory oral contract,
on which t~he Government sought recovery from the defendant/contractor
some 5-1/2 years after the purported award.

Nevertheless, incorporating telephone conversations-whoseJtc''ntiei'ts
could be subject to dispute--into a contract is certi'knly inapproipriate.
See FPR S 1-1.208 (1964 ed. amend. 9); B-184648, '.Ujp'a, If SEC thought
some uncderstandin5 had been reached during the telephone"conversations,
it should have instructed Rehab to affirm this agreement in its best and
final offer r'ather thAn rei9ig upon a rule of contiactuul construction.
A primary purpose of discussions in a negotiated procurement is to
achieve "complete agreement of the parties on all basic issues" and
"to resolve uncertainties relat~ing to the * * * price to be paid."
See FPR 5 1-3.804 (1964 ed. amend. 153). If the oral clarifications are
not memoriaiized and a disagreement later arises regarding their content,
then a primary purpose of conducting discussions has been thwarted,
since the rights of the partixs may still be indefinite and uncertain.
See B-184648, supra.
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Furthermore,-notwithstanding the affidavit indicating that the
Jrsge pricing problem in Rahab' s proposal was taken care of in these
coasphone convereations, there In considerable evidence in the record
that there was "an meeting of the winds" regarding Rehab's image pricing
prior to the first award.

The moat obvioug indication that no price agreement had been reached
_, Rehsh's lettar dated February 23, 1977, which states:

"Ai per ?tr original proposal and as confirmed in our
letter of Jinuary 3, 1977, the following represents our ex-
planation nf COst projea:tions associated with RFP SEC-539.

"As defined in the REPLY term refers to fiscal year,
the first 'year' extending from the date of the award to
September 30, 1977. Our quot'ed cost of $.145 applies to
the first term or 'year' of the contract, regardless of
the number of images processed.

"For example, if the volume for the firut year, or term
is 1.5 million, the cost per image would remain $.145, as
quoted. Likewise, if the volume in the two succeeding years
(terms) should vary from the volume indicated, the quoted
price for each term would remain the same. Even the 1.5
million images as quoted in the RFP as the first year evalu-
ation criteria may not be true, since term (year) is defined
as beginning on the date of contract award.

"Therefore,. all quoted costs are applicable for each remain-
ing term, or year, of the contract, regardless of volume."

Moreover, although ?rice Is certainly a critical factor in a contract,
Rehab merely confirmed its ambiguous January 3, 1977, price proposal
in its January 14 best and fti'l offer without making any reference to
a clarification or understknding of image pricing. Itieed, Rehab still
asserts that its intended image pricing scheme was based on "term."
Furthermore, Rehab does not confirm or mention the January 11 and 12
telephone conversations in the extensive briefs and affidavits it has
submitted in this case.

Also, if agreement on the image pricing had been reached, why did
the legal consultant feel a need to broach the subject and Rehab feel
compelled to respond? Also, SEC spelled out and required Rehab to agree
to the agency version of Rehab's image pricing in the second award
document.
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Finally, at the debriefing, PRC was repeatedly informed that Rehab
proposed image itrices based on "term." For example, the SEC attorney
conducting the debriefing summarized Rehab's image pricing 5nheme am
follows:

"* A * Rehat submitted to the Commission P. firm fixed
price indefinite quantity proposal in which there was a
specific figure set for a per image event, irrespective
of the vo'ume, irrespective, as I understand, of factora
that may fluctuate during the terms ia issue.

"So, for term one, Rehab set for term one we will
charge you 'X per image; for term two, we will charge you
';'; and for term Lhree, we will charge you iZ,' and if
the earth should open up and $lsastrous things should happen,
that is the price we will be willing to stand behind." (See
p. 20 of PRC Debriefing Conference Minutes.)

Even the SEC offical, who spoke to Rehab on the telephone on January 11
and 12 and who was io attendance at the PRC debriefing, indicated to PRC
that Rehab had intended "term" image prices. He said to PRC:

"The unit price offered by Rehab, first term, .139;
for the second term, .133; for the third term, .141."
(See p. 125 of PRC Debriefing Conference Minutes.)

(There is some implicatic. from another SEC representative's statements at
the debriefing that Rehab's image prices may have been based on "quantity";
however, the discussion is totally ambiguous and unclear on this point.
See pp. 58-59 of PRC Debriefing Conference Minutes.)

With regard to SEC's asser tions that Rehab was otherwise bound in
the first award to the image pricing "quantity" interpretation, it is
clear that contracts should not be awarded in negotiated procurements
based upon ambiguous offers through the application of the contra
pr6ferentem rule of construction againut the offercr. Discussions are
supposed to be used to clarify ambiguous proposals. FPR § 1-3.804, supra;
Garrett Corporation, B-182991, B-182903, Jaluary 13, 1976, 76-1 CPD 20.
We, recognize that this rule of construction has been applied to the
interpretation of contracts, see, e.g., 16 Comp. Cen. 569 (1936);
WPC Enterprises, incorporated v. United States, 323 F.2d 874 (Wt. Cl.
1963), and, in appropriate circumstances, to the interpretation of bi'is
under formally advertised procurements (e.g. where no other bidders are
prejudiced). See 39 Comp. Gen. 546 (1960); 43 id. 663 (1964). However,
we are unaware of any decisions which apply .:his rule to proposals in
negotiated procurements prior to award, where discussions are generally

*the rule. Unlike a bid under an IFB--which is an irrevocable affer for
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a reasonable awUsDut of time once submitted (i.e., the "firs bid rlule,"
see 49 Comp. Geu. 395 (1969))--a rroppsn"1 in a negotiated procurement
may be discvseed and changed. For example, discussions should be held
where offered price is ambiguous See ?PR i 1-3.804, supra.

Further,., The "qurntity" interpretarion of image prlcing in the first
award'under the concra proferentem rile of contract construction would
Beene inappropriate, also because it is not necessarily the most advan-
tageous Li the Governzent in 1ll instances. Although the "quantity"
image pricin,0''=ay be the most advantageous to the Government upder the RVP
evaluation criteria (evaluttion based on a hypothetical 1,5 million irtges
for the first tetm, 5 million images for ihe second tern, and 6 million
imasLes for the third term), it may not be, the moas advarstegeous if the
voluLwe of images actually prozessed 'ui:dar the contract turns out to be
higher or lower than estimated. Substantial volume variances could mean
aigniftCant dcllar differences ir. the. Government's liability under the
contract depending on whether image pricing by "quantity" or 'term" is
Applicable,

Moreover, where the Governzent haa been put on direct notice that the
offeror's intetded pricing is different from the Government's interrreta-
tion of the clk'atlv ambiguous proposal, the CovernmeiS; cnrnot compel, the
offercr to accept ithy Government's interpretatib., in teiaward. Such an
award In a negoicated procurement by the Government varying the &nteMdnd
teors of the offer constitutes the iniclncion of discussions, since the
offeror can either accept or Ireject, the award basis "roposed bj the Covern-
ment. Cf. Computer Netwo& Corporation etail., B-186858. June 13, 1977,
56 Comp. Gen. _ Since SEC was expressly made aware that Rehab's
intended image pricing was based on "term" rather than "'quantity," the
second award incorporating image priems based on "quantity" could have
been rejected by Rehab: alchough Rehab accepted the Government's versitn
ill signing the award document.

Whether discussion,' have been held is a matter to be determined upon
the basis of the particta;r Actions of the parties, and not-merely upon
the char aterizations of the contractIog agency. ao'd Sctenc'e Assoc'iaes,
Inc., B2 1830542 April 30, 1975, 75-l'C¶D 269; Centro Corporation, B4186842,
June 1, 1977. We have held that discussions have been conducted where
the offeror has been afforded ah opportunity to changL' or modify its pro-
posal,tregardless of whra:her such opportunity to revtse or modify resulted
from actions initiated' by the Government or the offeror. 51 Comp. GCn.
479 (1972). Rehab had the right in the present case to raject SEC's
profferred "award" or propose some compromise on the disputed price termis.
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The fact that it was the inquiry of the legal consultant -- who SEC
states was not its agqnt--may have been the proximateciause for surfacing
the confusion between Rehab airj SEC regatding Rehab's propoked price does
not make the apparent failure to previously achieve cOmmon agreement'an
price and SEC's knowledge of the problem any less real. In view of ithe
sunsequent course of action involving SEC's essentially modifying tht price
it knew was intended bw'Rehab in the second award document, the fact that
the legal consultant may not have been SEC's agent is irrelevant.

The cases cited by SEC and Rehab for the proposition that no discus-
siu's were co dticted are distinguishible from the present situation. In
B-170989, E-170990, November 17, 1971, a meeting with' an of fe'ror after
the close of negotiatiahs, which was intended only as an opportunity
for the contractor to explain its price redutctions and was in fact so lim-
ited, did not constitute discussions. Unlike the present case, there was

no opportunity for the offeror to make any change in its proposal or for
the Government representatives to effect any 0riaige in the solicitation
provisions. In Fechheimer Brothers, Inc*, E-i8475i, June, 24, 1976, 76-1
CPD 404, a contracting officer allowed an off frr to submit a certificad
tion that its sample met the specifications after the closing date. This
was not discussions because the offeror had alrieady committed itself, by
signing and submitting a proposal, to comply with the specifications, so
the certification did not. add to the legal obligations the offeror would
have upon receiving the award. In the present case, however, Rehab was
not bound to the Government's interpretation of the ambiguous price pro-
posal because it had previously made SEC aware (albeit indirectly) that
this interpretation was not the intended one.

The image pricins "quantity"/"term" dichotomy is not the only pecu-
liarity of the SEC/Rehab price agreement. In Rehab't January 3, 1977,
final price submission, although the prices for software and training
(totaling $32,500) are stated, they were included in the initial $0.139
image unit price (for the first term or first 5 million images). In
his affidavit, the SEC official who spoke to Rehab on the telephone
states that during the January 11 and 12 telephone conversations he
discussed with Rehab the problems involving the inclusion of software
and training in the image price, but no change was made because it made
no difference in the evaluated price.

The second award document set a price of $0.133 per image for the
first 5 million images. SEC explains that this lower image rate is a
result of breaking out the fixed prices for the software and training
s0 that these items could be separately paid. However, this intent is
nowhere memorialized in the second award document.

-12-
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Under the "quantity"! mange pricing iqterpretitidn, Rehab would have
eventually been paid for most of the $32,500 in softwiare and training
($0.139 - $0.133 - $.006 x 5 milliod imatgs - $30,000). f the image
price had been dependent on "term," h6owever--which Rehab still asserts
was its intended priricIg scheme--there would be no certainty that a
sufficient volume of images would have been processed in the first term
to cover the software and training costr. (The reco d inticates that
substantially less than 5 million iiages (i.e., 1.5 million images) were
apparently intended to be processed in the first term.)

Moreover, under the second' awardt-assuming there Iasa no disagreement
regarding the nonmemorialized treatment of software and training--Rehab
would not have to wait for sufficietat images ,to be processed to cover
the price for these services, but rather could bill for the services upon
their completion--tuhich probably is to Rehab's benefit. Therefore, it
would appear that the price treatment of software and training was also
the subject of discussions with Rehab.

There is another pecuiinrity in the image pricing which als6o shows
that the second award document constituted the initiation of discussions.
In Rehab's January 3, 1977, final price submicdfoi,,it proposed alter-
native image rates ($0.139,. $0.133, $0.141 and $0.145, $0.138, $0.146).
The first group of rates are labeled in the final price submission as
the "cost per documents without the Mini and maintenance." The second
group of rates are apparently for the operation of a complete system,
including the minicomputer with maintenance.

The first award letter did not state which alternative the Government
selected in making the award, although from other information in the record
it is clear that the lower rates were intended by the Government to be the
contract rates. In Rehab's Febi'uary 23, 1977, letter, explaining its in-
tended frtage pr icitg, Rehab states its quoted price for the first term was
$0.145 per image. It would appear that because it was not stated whether
the first award was for the "without minicomputer" alternative rates or
the "with minicomputer" alternative rates, there was no "meeting of the
minds" in the first award on this point either. Rehab's February 23
letter should have made this apparent to SEC.

The second award document specifically incorporates the rates o*coted
for the "without minicomputer" alternative. However, the record indicates
that the minicomputer with maintenance seems to be included in the awarded
system. Since the second award was not based on an alternative proposed
by Rehab, the second award document and Rehab's acceptance by signing the
document seems to constitute discussions for this reason also.

-13-
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If discussions have been conducted with one offeror, it is required
that discusfsons be conducted with all.offerot'd within the competitive
range, in6luding din opportunity to subit revised offers. See FPR 5 1-
3.805-1, supra; 50 Compl. Gen. 202 (1970)'; 51 it. 102 (1971); id. 479
(1972); Burg otghs C6rpora4i6n, 56 Comp. Gen. 142 (19?6)x. 76r-2 CPD 472;
Airco. Inc.'v. Energy Research and Development Administration, 523
F.2d 1294 (7th Cir. 1975). The competition should genetally be reopened,
eve-; when the improper post-selection nego tantions do not directly affect
the offerors' relative otanding, because all dfferors are entitled to
equal treatment. and an opportuiiity to revise their pioposals. See
49 Comp. 9en. 402 (1969), modiflied n other grounds in Donald N. Hvmphries
and Associates'it .AL, 55 Camp. Gen. 432 (1975), 75-2 GCD 275; 50 Comp.
Gen.,\supra; Corbetta Consfructioni.Com any of Illinois, inc., 52 Comp.
Gen. 201 (1975), 75-2 CPD 144, affirmed 55 Comp. Gen. 972 (1976S', 76-1
CPD 240; Aiico, supra. In this regard, although it has been argued that
PRC was not prejudiced if discussions were in fact conducted with Rehab,
the point is that ejtery of feror within a competitive -ranigeidhas the right
to change or modify wits proposal, including price, for any reason whatever,
so long as negotatIqons are still open; and that Rehab, but not PRC, was
afforded this opportunity. 49 Comp. Gen., supra;%Corbetta, supra; Airco,
supra. PRC's debriefing did not constitute meaninigful discussions, as Is
suggested by Rehab, since PRC was afforded no opportunity to change or
revise its proposal. See GroupOperations, Incorporated, 55 Comp. Gen.
1315 (1976), 76-2 CPD 79.

Both Huflpjries, supra, and tbrthrup Services, Inc.,, B-184560,
January 28, 1977, 77-1 CPD 71 (cuied by SEC and Rehab), represent unusual
circumstances where the agencies suddenly encountered funding problems
after the closing date. We found under the particular circumstances of
these cases that what would ordinarily be regarded as discussions was not
a sufficient reason to reopen negotiations with the other offerors in the
competitive range.

In Humphries, supra, since the reduction in funds after the closing
date did not permit the award originally contemplated, an agency could
extend an opportunity only to the successful offerors .to accept award for
a 22-percent reduced scopa of work at the same proposed unit price, since
the other offerorp lrolative positions would not be affected in this case
by such an opportunity. The funding problem was an eveht that was not
foreseeable or caused by the successful offeror in Humphriis. In the
present case, however, no funding problem existed. Also, it was certainly
foreseeable that problema might occur with Rehab's ambiguous proposal if it
was not properly clarified. Also, unlike Humphries, Rehab did change its
intended prtce by agreeing to the Government price interpretation.

-14-
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Similarly, in Northrs,!-:n ra, since' the reduction In funds after
th't closing date did not allow an-'ward for the- originally contemplated
28 knth term, an agency could extend an oppoituntty only to the suc-
cessful offeror t -atcept award for 16 months at the prorated proposal
price, 'since the succe;s'ful offeror saselection would 'not have' been
affected if otheri'offewors had bieen given the same opportuhity. In this
case, it was pTrticulariy significant that the offerors proposed on a 16-
month basis ali; and that tijl-successful offeror had been selected on the
basis of technical superloAty. Besides the factors set out above which
distinguishHumphries, supra, and Northrup, supra, from the present
case, the Rehab award selection was ultimately based on price rather
thaui technical merit as in Northrup, supra.

In additfion to SEC's failure to conduct discussions with PRC as
well as Rehabf the second Rehab award with 'the "quantity" image pricIng
scheme violates section I1.2.1 of the RFP Instructions. This section
states:

"Fixed Prices

"To be considered responsive to the solicitation, offerors must
offer fixed( prices for the initial contract period for the
initial uyjtem or items being procured. Fixed prices, or
price's whilkh can be finitely determined must be quoted for
two separaMe option renewal periods and remain in
effect throughout that period. Where optional quantities
are offered, prices must be fixed or finitely determinable."

This clause clearily re'quires ofeirors to propose. "fixed" or "finitely
determinable" prices for the entire initial contract and evaluated option
periods. See Computer Machir ey Cntpcoration, 55 Comp. Gen. 1151 (1976),
75-1 /PD 358, affirmed C3, Inc., B-185592, August 5, 19767 76-2 CPD 128;
Rurroughs, supra; Computer Netwbrk, supra, where we found offerors'
proposals'tinder procurements with substantially identical "fixed prices"
provisions to be unacceptable because they did not propose a "fixed" or
"finitely determinable" price for all periods.

Although we believe it was permissible to base image prices on
quantities, see PRC's proposal offering varying daily image volume rates,
the rates must be ",fixed" or "finitely determinable" for all evaluated
periods of the systemi. Under Rehab's pricing scheme, if the volume ex-
ceedd 18 million imagea during the first three terms, there woUld be no
price applicable iot the additional images. See Conjur~er Machinery Cor-
poration, supra. -Although SEC asserted at the bid protest conference
that this volume probably will not be achieved, there is no provision
in the RFP or the Rehab contract limiting image processing to 18 million
images. (Section F.8.B. of 'he RFP indicates that 18 mill!-on images are
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the estiacte (not the limitat on) for the first three terms.) Therefore,
Rehab's sec&'id awatd is based on a proposal which is unacceptable under
the RFP "Fixed Prices" clause.

During our review, we'noted that PRC's final cost'submission also
was not "fixed" or "finitely determinable" for all of the evaluated temsa.
Although PaCs quoted var.1ing daily image rateswer~ rayplicable in al
instances to the initial contract term, the ima'ge Sates for the two ev'alu-
ated option terms were the same unit prices,, adjuste4/,each 1 Octobfr by
the percentage increase in the Cost of Living Index for thei Washingto",
D.C. area over the previous '12 Vaoith period as determined by, the Bureau
of Labor Statistics'." We believe the "Fixed Pices" clause con'teeplat's
prices that are "fixied" or "finitely determinable" as 'of the tiwe. of award,
so that a proper price evaluation can be made for award sel6et ion puio`es.
See Computer Machinery? Corp., supra. Since the: Cost of Living TZndex for
fuiure years is speculative, PRC's proposal also did not propose a "fixed"
or "finitdly determinable" prtce for all evaluated periods. However, SEC
did not object to PRC's proposal for this reason. Furthermore, this is
the kind of problem that should be cured in meaningful discussions.

Rehab and SEC have argued that SEC's actions were reasonable ~under the
circumstances because a new round of best and final offers would have con-
stituted a prohibited atk tion tec'hnique. ~kSee FPR I 1-3.8O54l~b), sa`-r'a .
While our Office does not sanction the disclosure of information which
would give any offeror an unfair competitive advantage, there is notiiig
inherently illegal in the conduct of an auction in a negotiated procure-
ment. 48 Comp. Gen. 536 (19L9); TM Synteiis, Inc., 55 $Comp. Gen. 1066
(1976), 76-1 CPT) 299; Honeywell InformationSysteMs, Inc., B-186313,
April 13, 1977, 56 Corp. Gen. , 77-1 CPD 256. In Honeywell, supra
(affirming Burrotjihs, supra), we recommended a new round of best and final
offers, even though the awardee's initial equipment configuration and prices
had been disclosed to the protester, where the award was based on an unac-
ceptably late price proposal and an unacceptable technical proposal which
was corrected after the closing date, notwithstanding the agency's and
Honeywell's objection5 to the auction atmosphere. Also, see ,
Inc., supra, and Axel end Deutschmann, B-187798, May,12, 1977, 77-1 ,CPD
339, where similar remedies were proposed to allow for equal treatment
of the offerors, notwithstanding an auction atmosphere. We have taken
this position because of Lhie primacy of the statutory requirements for
competition over the regulatory prohibitions of auction techniques.
Honeywell, stipra; 'Axel and Deutschmann, supra. Cf. MiniAres Building
Maintenance Company, 55 Comp. Gen. 864,(1976), 76-1 CPD 168. Contrast
50 Comp. Gen. 222 (1970) (cited by Rehlab and SEC), w'lch involved an
otherwise proper award--apart from the improper price disclosure by the
Government--where we held that an agency should make an award, if possible,
without further discussions to prevent an auction situation. The present
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situatlon is also different f&amrSatUrn Systems, Inc., B-184336, March 2,
1976-'&76-1 CPD 145,; where an improper award was terminated after a ras-
evaiuati'on under the' RI? eval criteria and the reqirement was
reawiarded to', the true iowest-piic~ed offeror under the RFP evaluation
criteria. Since the agency'did not resolicit in Saturn, SEC and Rehab
contend that it would be inappropriate to do so in the present case
becauase of the auction possibilities. But Saturn involved the mis-
evaluation of proposals rather than the unequal treatment of of'ferors.
The latter situation can only be cured by soliciting a new round of best
and final offers.

SEC ind Rkheab 'also argue thaitPRCeshould not be ailowe'd to force a
recJupetition iwhere it created the 'auction situati.n byaggraessively
seeki'g the conlents of PRehab's prop 6o!l, including unit prices, at the
debriefing. SEC did anot hive to disc' e any information) to PRC that it
determined should nbt be disclosed under the Freedom of Information Act,
5IU.S.C. S 552 (I970). SEC and Rehab would have us find that a party
attempting to ascertain why it was unsuccessful on a procurement and
whether it has an~y bases for protestitig the award bars itself from
receiving a meaningful remedy if it is successful in its efforts. We
find this argument incongruous.

SEC has asserted that even though itl'may have erred in the conduct
of this procurement, it tnuld not ;be in the Government's best interest to
terminate the contract at this time. SEC suggests that if any remedy is
necessary, the option periods should be resolicited after the system is
installed, tested, and made operational by Rehab.

In this regard, SEC asserts that it is important to the agency mis-
sion to get the system operational as soon as possible. The system is
to film, store and retrieve documents which publicly held companies are
required to file with SEC in oder to ensure that certain information is
available to the investing public. The system replaces the present
"paper filing" sys'tem--which has been the operating system for over 40
years--in recognition of the limitations of the present system (e.g., the
accelerating number of documents filed at SEC). Consequentl;', SEC asserts
that a delay in implementing the new automated micrographics system will
harm the public as well as the agency's interest in having a more efficient
ayatem to help protect the investing public. Also, SEC has determined
that it will be impractical to put in the system the many documents re-
ceived during the delay prior to implementing the system,

Besides Rehab's termination costs and the resolicitation costs,
SEC asserts that the delay incident to a recrmpmtttiop will cause addi-
tional costs to be incurred. For example, the present "paper filing"
system is more costly to operate. Also, much time, effort and funds
'have been invested in support systems for the micrographics system.
SEC states that it may also lose the appropriated money which has been
set aside for the purchase of-the uystem equipment.
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Moreover, !S2C asserts that Rehab--a small business--will be adversely
impacted by a recompetition, since Rehab, with SEC encouragement, did vrt
make a profit on the installed "common" equipment. Also, SEC states thit
Rehab will have difficulty participating in an auction caused by PRC--a
large business.

fi determining whetier it is in the Government's beat interest to
undertake actioui to terminate en improper award and recompete the require-
mejnt, certain fA2&or's must be consIdered, such as the serio'usness of the
procurement defidiency, the degree of prejudice to other offerors or thr
integrity of the competitive procurement system, the good faith of the
parties, the extent of performance, the cost to the Government, the urgency
of the procurement, and the impact on the user agency's mission. See
Honeywell, supra, and decisions cited therein.

SEC should not "lose'< any money appropriated and obligated for the
Rehab contract':if it is terminated. See Lawren'ce W. Rosine-'Co., 55. Comp.
Gen. 1351 ;> 976),, 76-2tCPD 15°. Also, we do not believe Rehhb's'termina-
tion costs should be su rgaintiaf1 in this cas'e because a stopwork order
has been in effect since Ajpril 5, 1977. Although Rehab jdlced orders on
much of the system equipmeiit prior to that date,- a significant'percentage
of the equipmen: hqs been drsignated by SEC as "common" with PRC's equip-
ment andi is not s'uject to t.he termnation action we .recommend below.
Moreover, SEC is not without' document processing facilities because the
present system Is still operating. Furthermore, Rehab would gain a sig-
nificant competitive advantage by virtue of the improper award it received,
if the system were to continue through the fiscal year because it would
have experienced on-site personnel as well as the use of the equipment
not common to PRC's proposed equipment. Finally, the record indicates
a number of inconsistent statements and actions by SEC and substantial
irregularities in the conduct of this procurement.

Therefore, we belicvi that the confidence in the integrity of the
competitive procurement 'system, and thereby the Government's best interests,
would best be served by racompeting this requirement, notwithstanding
the adverse rnission and cost impact on SEC and Rehab.

We recommend that SEC terminate Rehab's contract for the convenience
of the Government, except for the "common" equipment which was to be in-
stallcd 'pursuant to the stipulation of the parties. PRC and Rehab should
be afforded as equal an opportunity as feasible to submit new best and
final offers for the remainder of the system. Other offerors need not
be solicited in the present case, since no firm other than PRC was prej-
udiced by the foregoing procurement deficiencies. See Burroughs, supra.
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In view of our conclusion, we need 'not consider PRC's other bases
for protest. With regard to the SCA problem, however, we have held that
the most proper way to determine the effect of SCA provisions on a pro-
curement is to compete the procurement under the applicable SCA wage rates.
See B-177317, December 29, 1972; Minjares, supra,

Also, the RFP evaluiation criteria should clearly indicate how price
proposals are to he evaluated. For example, since SEC made various allu-
ion8sat the PRC debriefing that PRC's image pricing methodology was
inconsistent with'the RFP, it should be amended to clearly indicate what
image pricing methods SEC considers to be unacceptable. AMsns the image
volumes used in the evafuation criteria (1.5 million, 5 million and 6 mil-
lion images) are inconsistent with those set out in section F.8.B of the
RFP (5,million, 6 million, and 7 million images). SEC should base its
evaluation on the beat image volume estimates available and disclose these
estimates in the RFP.

Moreover, various "separate charges" were quoted under the REP. In
view of our determination in Burroughs, supra, that payment of certain
"sepavate charges" is illegal, and that clauses similar to sections II.2.2
and 12J2.3 of the RFP Instructions are unclear as to how "separate charges"
are to be evaluated, the RFP should be revised to advise offerors of the
extent to which "separate charges" will be permitted and how they are to
be evaluated.

As this decision contains a recommendation for corrective action, it
is being transmitted by letters of today to the congressional committees
named in section 236 of the Legislative Reorganization Act 'of 1970,
31 U.S.C. 9 1176 (1970). This statute requires written statements by
the agency involved tc the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations,
the House Committee oi0 Government Operations and the Senate Committee on
Governmental Affairs Concerning the actions taken with respect to our
recormtnda tion.

Deputy Comp l G eneral
of the United States
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Jill 7 1977

The Monorable Charles R. Riobey
united States District Court for

the District of Colmbia

Dear Judge Rickeyt

RfAsnc. In made to PIC Informtin Gle C oWn v. Ioderlek
M. Hills, at &i., Civil Action No. 77-0527.

Enclosed is a copy of our decisto of today wataming the protest
and recommading that the requirent be resolleted.

Slacrely Tout.,

R. F. Xells

Deputf Cow trUler Gasral
of the United States

I P/
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The Honorable Harold M. wilkins
Chatrua, Securites and Exchange i

flu: Mr. Wlitame:

Enclosed Ls a copy of our decision of today sustaining the protest
of IRC Xnformation Sciences Cosqay a&alast the avard of contract NoD S.-
77-4-0006 to Rehab CoaputerIncorporated, d.b.e. Rehab Computer, Inc.,
for a uicrographicu system.

We reciatmi that Rehab's contract be trninatod, except for the
equipment wich was dteruminad to be "coaon" to both Rehab's and PRC'u
proposal. We further recommend that a new round of best and final
offers be solicited from thaws two sources for the reminder of the
eytatm consistent with our decision.

LZaaamch as our decision contaius a recosomndatioia for corrective
action, it has bees traasitted by letters of today to the congresaional
comdtteoa aied in sectiou 236 of the Logialative Reorganization Act
of 1970. The act requires that you submit written utateaents to the
saned committeas within specified time as to the action taken with
respect to our recOandatioc.

Sincerely yours,

4L F.e £US

Deputyl Comptroller Genoral
@of the United States

I
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JUL 7. 1977

I

The lanorable Georse U. Maboa
chairbm, Committee on Appropriat
House of Raprssentatiws

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Dea Mrs MA I~

XaalosS is a COp7 of our decialon of today sustainlag the protest
of nC Itonmation Sciences Conpany againt an award of comtract ;;o. SE-
77-D-0006 to Reliab Computr, Incorporated, d.b.a. Mhab Group, Imc., by
thu Securities And Vxchane Comissio for the acquisition of a micro-
graphics systm.

We have recounded to the ComAsaion that Pshsb'a contract be
'%ermenat aud thiaP new best ua fial offers e'olleitod consistent
witb our dscisIou.

This matter is being brought tc your attautioc pusuat to the
LeisLAUiv. aorgaixaciou Act of 1970.

Sincerely your,

W. F. MlUet.

DEAt, Cp Grolle ral
of the United Sttes

* ~~~~~~~~~/ .-
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1--. -! . ! JUL 7 1977

4 9

The Vanor hle Jack Brooks@
Chair , Coadttef c Cawerm

lion or. Pxpra'etarl" I

A~~~r Ar. C x. 

oAd I .py of our CUL of to71 y 9us??iI e prote-t
Of0R lfmti Ou Scenc *opb ga t ani award of contrac.t, %,Io. S&-;

7700L06 tO, Re>,1 Co pter, Inerporated, d.b.&,. l b Group, Lm, Iby
the Sa-curitias and r-Achauge Comcdasion for heh Acqulsition of a acroa

We oo reckrdo to tho Comsion that Rehab contract b
tortodte n that nm beat and fia offers e.s olic~ted consitent
With our dreislo*

Tis otter t beg brought to your Gttatcon uant to the
LOgielatioe er to At of 1970.

Sfteerey yours.

IL' Il. siRe
Xibica system.

Deputgi tatroller Genrral
a of thW United Statas

I~~~ . r.,~
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JUL7 1977

4~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I

t

The Honorable John L. HeClelian
Chairman, Cuczdtte on Appropriations
UniteS States Senate

Dear Mr. Chairmen:

Xnclosed is a copy of our decision of today sustalning the protest
of PRC Intoanacion Sciences Company cainat an award of contract '. SE-
77-D-0006 to Rehab Computer, Incorporated, d.b.a. PRhab Group. Inc., by
the Securities and Exchange Commissior. .Thr the acquisition of a Scro-
graphics system.

We have recosmneaod to the CowGtaion tlmgt Rehab's contract be
terminated and that new beat and final offers be solicited consistent
vith our decision.

This Latter in beiug brought to your atteuntion pursuant to the
Legislative Reorganization Act of 1970.

Sincerely yours,

L K*11

Deputy' Goetroller General
o0 tbi United Stwtas




